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1. OVERVIEW INFORMATION 

a. Introduction and background of main event 

The Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade occurred in Charlotte, North Carolina on Thursday, November 24, 
2016.  
 
The Thanksgiving Day Parade has been a 
holiday tradition in Charlotte since 1947. For 
nearly three-quarters of a century, hundreds 
of thousands of participants, volunteers, 
sponsors, families and friends have centered 
their Thanksgiving traditions on this parade. 
The Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade, 
formerly known as the Carolinas’ Carrousel 
Parade, has grown over six decades and has 
become a celebrated tradition that kicks off the holiday season. When Carolinas’ Carrousel, Inc. could not find 
a title sponsor, it appeared as though the parade and scholarship program would cease to exist. The parade 
was canceled at the beginning of August 2013. Only a short three weeks later, Novant Health signed on as title 
sponsor of the Thanksgiving tradition for the next three years. With the financial backing of Novant Health, 
Charlotte Center City Partners rose to the challenge and agreed to produce the event, ensuring the tradition 
66 years in the making would continue. With less than 90 days to produce the parade, Charlotte Center City 
Partners worked tirelessly to make the parade a success. The 2016 Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade 
was broadcast into 1.5 million homes from around the region, allowing for all ages to enjoy the production. 
 
The revitalization of this historical event required a clear vision and a plan of action. At Charlotte Center City 
Partners, we held ourselves to our usual high standards, aiming to improve the parade on all levels and for 
everyone involved in the event. The two main goals were to elevate the entertainment level and increase the 
audience on a yearly basis. It shouldn’t go without mentioning that we set long-term goals for syndication and 
regional recognition as well.  
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b. Description and purpose of volunteer program 
 

The Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade relies on a 
dedicated team of volunteers to ensure the parade continues to 
entertain and delight audiences on the street and watching on 
television.  The Order of the Wishbone was established as a way 
for our volunteers to be a part of the parade for more than a 
day. Working together, our volunteers help create excitement 
and continue the tradition of the Thanksgiving Day Parade.  

 
c. Target Audience/attendance/number of participants  

 
It takes 1,000 dedicated volunteer to produce the parade. The Parade Committee established an Order of 
the Wishbone board, where each position represented a volunteer role in the parade: 

 

▪ Balloon Hander 

▪ Banner Carrier 

▪ Community Relations 

▪ Costume Walkers 

▪ Host 

▪ Marching Bands (judges) 

▪ Marshals 

▪ Reserved Seating 

▪ Set-up & Disband 

▪ Staging 
 

The Parade Committee looked to each board member to recruit for their specific area in addition to the 
overall needs of the parade. As the leaders for the area, we felt the board knew the kind of volunteer they 
would need to ensure their area of the parade not only ran smoothly, but their volunteers would come 
back year after year. For the first year of Order of the Wishbone, the parade recruited over 600 volunteers.  
This past year, for the 2016 Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade, the committee recruited over 800 
volunteers.  This coming year, for the 2017 Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade, we are confident in 
reaching our goal of 1,000 volunteers.   
 

d. Duration of the program and years program has been part of event  
 

The Order of the Wishbone was established in 2015. For our board members, the length of their 
commitment is six months, and for our day of volunteers, their commitment is two to three days, including 
volunteer training, set up on Wednesday and the parade on Thanksgiving Day. 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

e. Volunteer demographics 
 

Our volunteers cover a wide demographic! The age range is 10 years (with parent/guardian participation) to 
80. We found our volunteers were predominantly female, and the opportunities appealed to all the 
communities represented in Charlotte and surrounding areas.   
 
Volunteering with the Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade is a fun and engaging way for organizations to 
bridge team-building with community service. Groups that volunteered included college service learning 
groups, high school clubs, scout troops, and hobby clubs. Approximately 150 volunteered as a member of a 
group.  
 
f. Volunteer descriptions 
 
▪ Balloon Handler 

Help our over-sized characters make their way down the 
parade route, while smiling and waving at the crowd. Must 
be at least 16 years of age by the day of the parade, and be 
able to attend a mandatory balloon training. 

 
▪ Banner Carriers 

Charlotte’s local Girl Scout Troops, the Girl Scouts, Hornets’ 
Nest Council, led each unit in the 2016 parade as banner 
carriers.  It was a great opportunity to involve the young 
leaders of our community to lead off the different units in 
the parade.  
 

▪ Community Relations 
Love to tweet, post, tag and like? We are looking for those who have social media and marketing 
experience to update our social media pages before, during and after the parade!  

 
▪ Costume Walkers 

Join hundreds of other famous hopefuls and proudly wear a costume, wave and dance up the route. You 
may walk between one and three miles the day of the event and will be lent costumes. Costumed walkers 
will be required to attend a costume fitting and return the costume after the parade. 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
▪ Set-up & Disband 

Where do all the participants go at the end of the parade route? You will direct them on the disband team! 
Volunteers show units to their appropriate disband areas insuring units maintain forward motion and keep 
the performance area from backing up.  

 
▪ Marshals 

Are you always on time? Then the Novant Health Thanksgiving Day Parade needs you! Block Marshals are 
stationed at every block to maintain the speed and spacing of units as they march up Tryon 
Street.  Marshals communicate with step-off, performance area and parade participants to achieve perfect 
parade timing. 

 
▪ Media Operations 

Serve as point-of-contact for reporters covering the parade – providing information about everything from 
parking to story ideas and connecting reporters with spokespeople.  

 
▪ Reserved Seating Host 

Are you a people person and quick thinker? Then this is the opportunity just for you! Check-in VIPs and 
front row ticket purchases, directing them to the correct block, scanning their tickets and answering 
questions with a smile! 

 
▪ Staging 

Keep the parade on track! Staging volunteers are the first to greet parade participants. Check in units and 
direct them to their staging area. Then get ready to monitor, direct and usher participants into the parade 
line-up, controlling the flow of the parade to get everything started off smoothly!  

 
g. Recruitment methods/materials/applications 

 
Volunteers are recruited throughout the year through word of mouth, e-newsletters, social media and earned 
media. Our updated volunteer registration went live five months prior to the parade, and emails were sent to 
previous year’s volunteers reminding them to register. Also, our title sponsor, Novant Health, sent out monthly 
emails to their hospitals and physicians offices recruiting volunteers for the parade. 

 
Three months prior to the event, partnering radio stations aired public service announcements promoting the 
need for volunteers and the opportunities available. Two months prior to the event a digital media outlet 
wrote a feature on being a parade volunteer.  

 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
h. Communication Methods/Materials 
 
The primary method of communication with the volunteers was by email. Communications included e-
newsletters, reminders, confirmation emails through our registration system and group emails for their specific 
roles. Our Order of the Wishbone board members also communicated to their teams through email; providing 
day of information, answering general questions and ensuring our volunteers knew who to meet day of. 

 
i. Training guides/programs/handbooks/materials 
 
The Development Coordinator manages the recruitment and 
communication with parade volunteers. The coordinator 
also communicates with Order of the Wishbone board 
members, guiding them and training them throughout the 
recruitment process. The board members are chosen for 
their past volunteer experiences, commitment to the parade 
and leadership abilities.  
 
A volunteer orientation is held two weeks prior to the 
parade, and is mandatory for all parade volunteers to 
attend. Volunteers break into groups based on their roles 
and are given more information and instruction for day of. 
 
A volunteer handbook is being created to continue formalizing the Order of the Wishbone. 

 
j. Organization and Schedule information/materials 
 

With the updated volunteer registration site at www.paradevolunteer.com, we have moved from Google docs 
to managing volunteer profiles digitally. We ask for information including name, birth date, email, zip code, 
jacket size and how did they hear about the opportunity. 
 
We also keep track of shifts through the registration site, which allows for shift reminders to be emailed 
automatically.  
 
This past year we were able to check volunteers in via our online registration.  This allowed us to keep track of 
volunteers who were not able to make their shift. 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
k. Volunteer perks/benefits 
 
In exchange for their commitment of time on Thanksgiving morning (and eve for some), all volunteers receive a 
Novant Health branded jackets, commemorative pin and access to free food and beverage.  

 
l. Appreciation/recognition methods/materials 
 
It’s very important to Charlotte Center City Partners as well as the parades sponsors that all volunteers are 
treated with respect and appreciation.  
 
For all of our volunteers, we host a volunteer recognition party in the summer in Uptown Charlotte. As we grow 
the Order of the Wishbone, we hope to offer volunteer awards and a larger party thanking our many 
volunteers. 

 
m. Retention methods/materials 
 
The Order of the Wishbone is pleased to share that all of our board members have renewed their positions for 
2017, and we have had several individual and families who have made volunteering a part of their Thanksgiving 
tradition.  
 
This year we focused on recruiting groups to participate, and have successfully secured two scout troops, one 
college and two high school groups to add the parade to their annual activity calendars. They each will continue 
with their role each year, either participating as costume walkers, banner carriers or balloon handlers. 

 
n. Description of sponsor involvement with program 
 
Our title sponsor Novant Health supports our volunteer efforts by providing the branded jacket to each 
volunteer. They also help recruit volunteers through their email systems and encourage all of their employees 
to volunteer. Without the support of the sponsorship and volunteer numbers, the parade would not exist. 

 
o. Overall revenue/expense budget of program 
 
The Order of the Wishbone does not have an individual budget; the very few purchases are bundled into the 
overall parade budget. 

 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

p. Overall effectiveness /success of program 
 

The second year of the Order of the Wishbone was effective and extremely successful. We were able to recruit 
individuals, families, and community groups around the region as well as bring back volunteers from the 
previous year.  Finding that over 70% of our 2015 parade volunteers came back to volunteer for the 2016 
parade made it evident that our program is headed in the right direction, encouraging volunteers to make this 
opportunity a part of their Thanksgiving holiday.  We hope to continue to build a tradition within groups and 
families, which will translate to our program growing year after year.  

 
q. Measurable results 
 
Our volunteers completed a total of approximately 2,400 volunteer hours. If we base the financial value 
calculation of the volunteers by using the minimum wage in Charlotte, NC, the value of our volunteers is 
approximately $17,400. 
 

2. SUPPORTING QUESTION 
 
What challenges/obstacles did you foresee/encounter in creating the program, and how did 
you handle them? 
 
Establishing the Order of the Wishbone in 2015 was the first step to creating a long-term volunteer program.  
Improving the efforts in 2016 was also the first step in building an annual strategy. The program encountered 
the normal obstacles any new endeavor would be faced with including promotion, recruitment and a lot of 
questions. By continuing to use our registration system at www.paradevolunteer.com, we were able to begin 
to create a norm for our volunteers as it relates to registering to be a part of the parade, answering questions 
and sharing information. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
3. SUPPORTING MATERIALS 

 
 
 


